
OLD SINS by Lynne Handy
Battered by her archeologist lover’s betrayal, poet Maria Pell
flees to an Irish village to study prehistoric people and write
her next volume of poetry, but her sanctuary is invaded first by
her moody cousin and then by her Togolese lover who
unexpectedly show up on her doorstep. When the discovery of
a girl’s body on a rocky shore reawakens Maria’s devastating
childhood memory of finding a dead baby floating in a stream,
her days become haunted by this child’s death. As teenage
girls disappear, villagers are terrified that sex-traffickers are
targeting their community. With crimes to be solved, both past
and present, Maria risks her life to bring the perpetrators to
justice.
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The eldest child in a farm family, Handy grew up in western
Indiana where the tall corn drove her inward to create fantasy
worlds. Books were her salvation. She was drawn to poetry in the
beginning. Wordsworth and others taught her that metaphor,
sound, and cadence made a good poem. From authors like
Dickens, she learned that rhythmic sentences advanced plot.
Hemingway taught her about verbs. Upon graduating from library
school, she worked as a librarian in Illinois, Texas, and Michigan.
In retirement, she co-founded Open Sky Poets, a collaboration of
poets in Chicago's western suburbs, and published poems and
short stories in literary journals. 
She has independently published four
novels—three are mysteries in the Maria
Pell series. Current projects involve a
new mystery series with main character
author Jake Westin, who, like Christie’s
Miss Marple, somehow lands in the
middle of murder investigations. Handy
now lives in a blue, yellow, and brown
house with a yucca plant out front and
two wonderful rescue dogs.

Maria Pell is "a witty sleuth as keen and profound as the art form
she teaches." - KIRKUS REVIEWS

MIDWEST BOOK REVIEW: "Lynne Handy creates a tale replete with satisfyingly complex twists and
turns, peppering Maria's adventure with finely-wrought tension and description that brings her world
and its threats to life. As kidnappings, too many close calls, and Maria's own motivation for resolving
not just these cases, but events from her own past, coalesce, readers receive a powerful mystery
steeped in Irish culture and psychological challenges. The result is a fine mystery that's exceptional in
its sense of place. It builds the foundations of a fine foray into writer's blocks, murder, and high drama
surrounding characters whose sense of "wild justice" threatens their lives." ~ D. Donovan, Sr. Reviewer
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